
Enlightened Absolutism 
Just How “Enlightened” Were the Enlightened Monarchs? 

Directions:  listed below are the reforms each monarch initiated.  Determine whether these actions justiy their reputation as 

“enlightened” or contradict it.  Place a “!” by the actions that support their reputation, and a “?” next to the ones that contradict 

their reputation. 

 

 

        Catherine the Great 
Enlightened               r. 1762 – 1796 

 ! or ? 

       Political / Administrative:   

  Reorganized local government according to rational principles.    (p587) 

  Increased the power of Nobles with the Charter of Nobility   (p 587) 

      Economic 

    Attempted to reduce internal barriers to trade       (p 587) 

    Favored the growth of the small urban middle class.    (p 587) 

      Legal 

     Calls legislative commission to revise the laws along rational principles 

     Abandons the attempt and dismissed the commission after a year and a half   (p 587) 

       Social 

  Advocates the ending of Capital Punishment and Torture  

  Has her husband executed (probably) in order to get power 

  Tortures and Executes political threats (Emelyan Pugachev)     (p 486) 

  Opposes the institution of Serfdom 

  Advocates the ending of serf auctions as well as the breaking up serf families 

  Takes no action to abolish serfdom 

  Expands serfdom into areas as the Empire spread westward. 

  Educational Reforms – supported elementary schools and women’s education 

  20 lovers over the course of her life (& the rumors of her death) 

 

 

    Frederick the Great 
     r. 1740-1786 

      Political/Administrative 

  Strengthens the power of the Prussian nobility  (p 581)  

  created a Civil Service Commission to award government jobs based on merit  (p 581) 

 



    Social  

  Supported universities and allowed professors to discuss new ideas   (p 582) 

  Abolishes torture and capital punishment 

  Abolishes Serfdom on Royal Estates (his own) as an example 

  Fails to abolish serfdom in the rest of Prussia 

     Religious 

  Religious toleration for Catholics (in his Lutheran Country) 

  Tolerates Judaism; however, discrimination still persist in taxes & government service. 

  

 

   Maria Theresa &   Emperor Joseph II 
        r. 1740 – 1780  r. 1765-1790 

    Political 

  “Focuses on State Building (not empire building)”   

  Built a bureaucracy and professional government offices 

  Created efficient system of tax collection (even from the nobles and clergy!!)  

   Legal 

  Law code is not equally applied to all classes 

   Economic 

  Limited the robot (obligation) that landowners could demand from peasants  (p 584) 

  Reduced the traditional burdens on peasants in order to increase productivity 

  Abolished many internal tariffs 

  Abolished Serfdom!! 

  Proposed a radical new land tax system in which all would be taxed regardless of class. 

   Religious 

  Edict of Toleration: (freedom of worship to Lutherans, Calvinists, & Orthodox.) 

  Granted right of private worship to Jews and reduced restrictions on them.  

  Limits power of Catholic Church:  dissolved monasteries, taxed, expels Jesuits,  

   Effectively made priests the employees of the government 

   Social 

  Expanded primary education:  ¼ of Austrian children attended school. 

  Limits freedom of the press (bans writers: Voltaire & Rousseau) 

 

 


